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About This Game

Candy Blast literally is the sweetest chain-reaction puzzle game, once you get started, you won't stop. In the game you have to
kill pastries, which shoot in 4 directions, starting the chain-reaction.

Everyone will be trapped by this game. You can start, but you'll never be able to stop. This is a very addictive puzzle game. The
combination of beautiful arts and challenging levels.

- PLAY through over 1200 levels of Candy Blasting
- FIND the correct places to start the chain

- Crush only one sweety, and it will blast the others, so you can make a huge chain-reaction
- COMPETE against your friends for the top score

- Skip the level if You can't made it
- Collect the stars. If You dodn't collect enought stars, you can't go to the next package (you can see the requirements at the top

of the level selection)

*** ADDICTIVE GAME FEATURES ***
- Cool game based on delicious pastries

- Super awesome graphics
- Great sound effects and music

- Leaderboards
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- Achievements

PS.: Recommended for diabetics
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Title: Candy Blast
Genre: Casual, Indie
Developer:
White Rabbit Games
Publisher:
White Rabbit Games
Release Date: 30 Jun, 2016

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

OS: Windows XP

Processor: 1 GHz

Memory: 512 MB RAM

Graphics: 128 MB

Storage: 30 MB available space

English,French
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Oh god, the sounds... I started bleeding from both of my ears after the game started. You can also find a thousand better titles in
the genre for free ANYWHERE.. A cute and fun way to pass the time ^-^. I mean, you get what you pay for. Just play Candy
Crush, it's free. Changing this to a negative. I'm sorry; gave this 2 full years to all be resolved and it's still not currently possible
to get 100% of the achievements. The upside is that according to others, all 1200 levels are playable; but a number of them are
still impossible to complete with even more being impossible to 3-star. On top of all that, it gets pretty repetative after 400-500
levels (or in my case, having to redo the first 200 every update), and it's quite generic. If you have time to kill and like games
like these, be my guest; but for any achievement hunters looking at this game, I would suggest moving on unless you're fine with
having a -1 tacked onto your achievements and potentially never having 100% game completion.
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